


Measuring out of equilibrium fluctuations 

Out of equilibrium fluctuations :

1. Chaotic dynamics

2. Stochastic systems  a. System in contact with an out of 
equilibrium bath

b. System in contact with several heat 
baths at different temperatures

c. System driven by an external force{
What can be measured in these systems? 

- Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem
- Fluctuation Theorem for work, heat and entropy
- Jarzinsky equality
- Time reversal symmetry and entropy production



Fluctuations in out of equilibrium systems
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Fluctuations in out of equilibrium systems

Fluctuation Theorem ?

 What is the probabilty that the heat flows 
from the cold to the hot reservoir ?
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Steady current through a system in contact between two reservoirs
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 rare event

Fluctuations in dynamical systems 

What is the probability that the object 
moves against  the wind ?



Vibrated granular media

Examples of Dynamical Systems

Thermal convetion in a fluid

Heated from below

Cooled from above 



10 times faster than reality

Variance as a function of time

Average on 5 trajectories 

Brownian motion
EQUILIBRIUM



Examples of stochastic systems

Mechanical properties of nanotubes 

Thermal conduction in nanotubes

Micro Electro Mechanical Devices Micro hydrodynamics

Molecular motors 

Stretched DNA Molecules 



Dissipation



Dissipation

Do fluctuations play a role ?

What kind of role do they play ?



The Optical Tweezers



First trapping experiments 



The Optical Tweezers



The Optical Tweezers
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The Optical Tweezers 
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Experimental set-up Optical trap
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Detecting the bead position



Examples of traps
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Calibration of an optical trap
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Calibration of an optical trap







Uo(x) = a x4 − b x2 + d x
x (µm)

U  (x)  (kBT)o

Brownian particle trapped by two laser beams 

τK = τo exp[
δU

kBT
]

The Kramers time 

τo = 1 swith 

Potential measured using detailed 

with ∆Uj,i = U(xj)− U(xi)

ωi→ j

ωj → i
= e−

∆Uj,i
kBT



Observable : O(t) conjugated variable : h

correlation function : C(t, s) =< O(t)O(s) >

∂sC(t, s) = −kBT R(t, s)

response function : R(t, s) =
δO(t)

δh

C(t, t) − C(t, s) = kBT χ(t, s)

Integral response function : χ(t, s)

Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem

FDT

Integral form



FDT from  time to frequency



FDT from  time to frequency



FDT from  time to frequency



Kramer Kroening



Test of the method 


